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Instant relief for back issue problems.

Alfred Jaeger, Inc., your one source for back volumes in all subject disciplines.

Our comprehensive inventory is sure to include the exact material you need from all over the world. That's why we've been a primary source for libraries for 40 years. Simply send us your list of requirements and we'll respond promptly. Come visit our homepage at the address www.ajaeger.com. By the way, we'll also be glad to purchase your duplicate copies.

So for instant relief of back issue problems, Jaeger is the prescription. Contact us today. Write or call Toll Free 1-800-969-JAGR.

ALFRED JAEGGER INC.
Dept. AG, P.O. Box 9009, Commack, NY 11725-9009

Gentlemen: Please send your latest catalog and brochure.

Name
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Company/Facility
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Fax

http://www.ajaeger.com
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 Would you like to increase circulation by 45%?

Would you like to increase access up to 600% without adding one more book to your collection?

Then Blackwell’s Tables of Contents service is for you! Studies have shown that adding tables of contents to your catalog records can achieve these remarkable results.

Dust jacket summaries and author affiliations can be added to your MaRC record along with content notes — all for the same price and for less than you could key them.

If you would like to know more about Blackwell’s Tables of Contents service, contact Marylou Colver at the address below.
Ground Combat Tactics

THE ART OF WAR

MAKING FRIENDS IN HIGH PLACES

BUILD AN EMPIRE

Expanding your collection doesn't have to be a battle. Simply arm yourself with Title Source II, the most comprehensive database for verified bibliographic information on over 22 million U.S. titles. Available on the Web and updated daily, Title Source II proves once again that knowledge is power. Key word search over 75,000 tables of contents and 575,000+ annotations. Explore review citations from all the major journals, or browse Library of Congress subject headings, LC and Dewey classifications, and General, Academic, and BISAC subject categories. You can even download MARC records for use with your library's system. For more information, visit our Web site at www.btebis.com/TitleSourceII...it's yours to command.

Electronic Business & Information Services
a unit of Baker & Taylor, Inc.
New hardcovers from Replica Books!

**THE STARR REPORT**
The Findings of Independent Counsel Kenneth W. Starr on President Clinton and the Lewinsky Affair
Public Affairs 1998. 0-7351-0057-8 $32.95

**THE STARR EVIDENCE**
Including the Complete Text of the Grand Jury Testimony of President Clinton and Monica Lewinsky
Public Affairs 1998. 0-7351-0059-4 $39.95

**THE IMPERIAL PRESIDENCY**
Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr.
Pulitzer Prize-winning historian Arthur M. Schlesinger Jr., traces the growth of presidential power over two centuries from George Washington to George Bush. Houghton-Mifflin. 0-7351-0026-8 $34.50

**PASSIONATE SAGE**
The Character and Legacy of John Adams
Joseph J. Ellis
In this thoughtful study of John Adams in retirement, Joseph J. Ellis, Ford Foundation Professor of History at Mount Holyoke College, takes a fresh look at this astute, likable, quirky statesman and his achievements. W. W. Norton & Company 0-7351-0022-5 $30.00

**AMERICAN EXCEPTIONALISM**
A Double Edged Sword
Seymour Martin Lipset
A major political analyst explores the deeply held but often inarticulated beliefs that make up the American Creed. W.W. Norton 1996. 0-7351-0026-8 $32.95

Replica Books licenses hardcover reprint rights to books formerly out-of-stock or out-of-print and publishes them on demand.

To place an order, contact your book wholesaler:

- **Baker & Taylor** (800) 773-1100
- **Emery-Pratt** (800) 248-3887
- **Ingram Library Services** (800) 937-5300
- **Midwest Library Services** (314) 739-3100
- **The Book House** (800) 248-1146

Because Replica Books are published on demand, be sure to backorder these popular titles.
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Who

Anyone who uses EBSCO Online.

Anyone who needs a quick, comprehensive look at the latest research in their field (via full text delivery).

Anyone who manages a large volume of information for their company or library.

Anyone who doesn't want to waste their time searching through electronic journals one-by-one.

For more information: go to www.ebsco.com and select "Web-based Services."
The New Sound of Science.

The #1 best-selling McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science & Technology goes live online.

Coming September 1999

Call our library sales department toll-free for more information at 1-877-840-2297. Or visit our Website to sign up for e-mail news and updates:

www.AccessScience.com
Electronic searching sometimes results in information overload.

But Books In Print makes it easy to find the exact titles you need.

It seems simple enough. You enter a keyword or two, and suddenly you’re rewarded with more search results than you could possibly handle—especially if a customer is waiting.

That’s why Books In Print on Disc was designed to help you avoid information overload, in part because it offers three search modes and an extensive subject index.

1. Browse mode lets you scan 15 alphanumeric indexes, so it’s perfect for answering simple questions.

2. A fill-in-the-form mode lets you combine up to 8 search criteria—so you can narrow down your search to titles that fit your customers’ needs.

3. And an expert search mode that lets you easily perform complex searches (you could even include up to 20 criteria into one search).

Better still, Books In Print contains a subject index of over 65,000 topics arranged alphabetically—so you can include very defined criteria in your searches.

To order a CD or web bibliographic resource with searching capabilities that returns the titles you really need, call:

1-888-Booker2
(1-888-269-5372)

R. R. Bowker
Research for Today... Discoveries for the 21st Century...

ACS Web editions

Know It NOW.

Get a jump on significant new findings—from two weeks to more than two months before they appear in print—with Articles ASAP™ (As Soon As Publishable). Fully approved for publication, Articles ASAP™ are ready for immediate use.

Draw on a rich, fast-growing archive of material from our vast journal selection. View articles in HTML or PDF format...as an abstract or full text. Link to interactive scientific databases. Manipulate molecular structures and other three-dimensional models.

The American Chemical Society introduces its newest publication, designed to be an essential tool for organic scientists...Organic Letters. You may view Organic Letters online at http://pubs.acs.org for a limited FREE access period.

You may also access a FREE sample of the ACS Web Edition of your choice at http://pubs.acs.org to experience realtime science. Why wait for mail when you can Know It Now with ACS Web Editions?

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!

Accounts of Chemical Research
Analytical Chemistry
Analytical Chemistry News & Features
Biochemistry
Bioconjugate Chemistry
Biotechnology Progress
Chemistry of Materials
Chemical Research in Toxicology
Chemical Reviews
Energy & Fuels
Environmental Science & Technology
Environmental Science & Technology News & Research Notes
Industrial & Engineering Chemistry Research
Inorganic Chemistry
Journal of Agricultural & Food Chemistry
Journal of the American Chemical Society
Journal of Chemical & Engineering Data
Journal of Chemical Information and Computer Sciences
Journal of Combinatorial Chemistry
Journal of Medicinal Chemistry
Journal of Natural Products
The Journal of Organic Chemistry
Journal of Pharmaceutical Sciences
The Journal of Physical Chemistry A (Molecules)
The Journal of Physical Chemistry B (Molecules)
Langmuir
Macromolecules
Organic Letters
Organometallics
Organic Process Research & Development

pubs.acs.org

ACS PUBLICATIONS
American Chemical Society
Member & Subscriber Services
P.O. Box 3337
Columbus, Ohio, 43210 USA
1-800-333-9511 (U.S. and Canada)
1-614-447-3776
Fax: 1-614-447-3671
service@acs.org
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So good, GOBI knows...

- which approval titles were not supplied to your library
- which approval books you returned
- which books are not yet published

Plus, better collection management tools...

- allowing call-number range searches
- allowing search results to be sorted in LC or Dewey call-number order
- posting full bibliographic descriptions for profiled titles, including all non-subject parameters and interdisciplinary aspects

Enhanced approval plan activity reports...

- sorted by imprint, non-subject parameters, NLM, level, and series ID
- for specific call ranges
- comparing two date ranges
- including or excluding UP and Trade titles
- including or excluding readership levels
- presenting a column in all AP reports for “YBP New Titles Profiled”

And, faster ordering...

- by allowing batch processing for express firm orders
- by offering a [New Search] button on confirmation screens that returns you immediately to the search screen you were using

GOBI™ (Global Online Bibliographic Information), YBP Library Services’ online, interactive database, acquisitions, and collection management tool, provides access to over 2 million titles.

To learn more about GOBI, GobiLink, GobiSelect, GobiSmart, GobiTwee, and other YBP services, visit our web page at http://www.ybp.com or call us at (800) 258-3774.

lindsayandhowes

U.K. Office
Lindsay & Howes Booksellers
Godalming, Surrey, England

YBP

Headquarters
YBP Library Services
Contoocook, New Hampshire, USA
When you call to place an order,
Ellen promises service with a smile.
(Even if you can't see it.)

Ellen has been helping our customers place their orders for over 10 years. She even knows many of them just by the sound of their voices. Like the rest of us at Emery-Pratt, she enjoys getting to know customers and helping them anyway she can. She answers questions about new books, helps them locate hard-to-find titles, and writes up every order to the customer's exact specifications. And once, when a long-time customer from Virginia jokingly asked Ellen to send her some Michigan snow, Ellen put paper shreds in an envelope marked "snow seeds" and dropped them in her shipment of books (no extra charge).

Call us today. We'll help you anyway we can.

Emery-Pratt

Book Distributors since 1873
1966 W. Main St., Owosso, MI 48867-1397
Phone (toll-free) 1 800 762-5683
Fax (toll-free) 1 800 523-6379
E-mail: mail@emery-pratt.com
Internet: www.emery-pratt.com

VISIT OUR NEW WEBSITE TO SEARCH FOR BOOKS, PLACE ORDERS, AND MUCH MORE.

THE NICEST PEOPLE IN THE BOOK BUSINESS
Electronic Journals available in 2000 from Mary Ann Liebert, Inc.

Visit us at www.liebertonline.com and view a sample copy of any of the following journals:

- AIDS Research and Human Retroviruses
- Cloning
- DNA and Cell Biology
- Human Gene Therapy
- Journal of Hematotherapy & Stem Cell Research
- Journal of Interferon & Cytokine Research
- Telemedicine Journal

The following additional journals will be available online in 2000:

- AIDS Patient Care and STDs
- CyberPsychology & Behavior:
  - The Impact of the Internet, Multi-Media & Virtual Reality on Behavior & Society
- Diabetes Technology & Therapeutics
- Genetic Testing
- Hybridoma:
  - A Journal of Molecular Immunology and Experimental and Clinical Immunotherapy
- Journal of Computational Biology:
  - A Journal of Computational Molecular Cell Biology
- Journal of Women's Health & Gender-Based Medicine

plus our new journal, Regenerative Medicine, available online only with annual archival print copy included with subscription.

The numerous features and benefits of our online journals are:

- Single-site license, with I.P. Address validation - the librarian or system administrator determines and defines user access at your site
- A Variety of Browser/Viewer options for all platform and network configurations: Adobe Acrobat, RealPage, or Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.0 - the choice is yours!
- Full searching capabilities
- Text, graphics, formulae, and tables are clear and easily laid-out just like print
- Dependable connectivity, 7 days a week, 24 hours a day, ensured by a global network of servers
- Citations and references linked to external resources on the web, i.e. PubMed/MEDLINE, and ISI's Web of Science
- Free technical support from our service provider, CatchWord, at support@catchword.com

Subscribe:

By Mail:
Mary Ann Liebert, Inc.
2 Madison Avenue
Larchmont, NY 10538

By Phone:
(914) 834-3100 (within NYS)
(800) M-LIEBERT (Outside NYS)

By Fax:
(914) 834-1388

By E-Mail:
info@liebertpub.com
Mergers and Acquisitions 101

Back to School!? Again??

It's simply a fact. Mergers can have a profound effect on your acquisition department. Many things can change — pricing structures, the people you normally deal with, the ordering process. It can be as confusing as your first day on campus.

Since 1962, the Book House has maintained steady and solid growth by expanding on superior service and a solid foundation.

So, if you don't want to "start over" or if you don't have time to "wait and see if you like the new instructor," call the Book House — where it's business as usual.

the BOOK HOUSE INC.
Since 1962
Contact us today!
Phone: (800) 248-1146
Fax: (800) 858-9716
e-mail: bhinfo@thebookhouse.com
www.thebookhouse.com

Jobbers serving libraries with any book in print.
The ultimate monument to the labor and imagination of the world’s archaeologists...

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ARCHAEOLOGY

EDITED BY TIM MURRAY
La Trobe University, Melbourne, Australia

ORDER ALL FIVE VOLUMES BEFORE DECEMBER 31, 1999, AND SAVE 20% special introductory offer: $340 Reg. $425

PART I:
THE GREAT ARCHAEOLOGISTS
2 Volumes: Remarkable essays on the great archaeologists by today’s best-known practitioners.

Item No. AE-EMARR: $195.00 Prepublication $125.00 (out)

PART II:
HISTORY AND DISCOVERIES
3 Volumes: Authoritative A-Z entries by archaeologists from around the world.

Fall 2000 ca. 1,300pgs. ISBN 1-55587-186-7
Item No. AE-EMADD: $259.00 Prepublication $227.00 (out)

Three easy ways to order:
TOLL-FREE: 800-368-6868
FAX: 805-685-9685
E-MAIL: sales@abc-clio.com
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Collection Manager

Now includes Tables of Contents!

Cast a wider search net with keyword searching of chapter titles. Make informed selections by reviewing Tables of Contents online.

Tables of Contents are part of the growing set of Collection Manager features that include:

- Flexible selection and ordering
- Interfaces with local acquisitions systems
- Intuitive presentation of approval profiles
- Online review of new title announcements

To begin using Collection Manager contact...

BLACKWELL'S BOOK SERVICES

Lake Oswego · Blackwood · Oxford
For more information contact:
Matt Neuman
6024 SW Jeen Road, Building G
Lake Oswego, Oregon 97035
Telephone: 1-800-547-6426
E-mail: mkgtg@blackwell.com
WWW: http://www.blackwell.com
AIP Links with ISI
AIP and the Institute for Scientific Information® (ISI®) have implemented bi-directional links between AIP's online journals and ISI's Web of Science®. Web of Science provides sophisticated online navigation to ISI's citation databases. The databases index over 8,000 journals, including more than 600 in the physical sciences. The implementation of this agreement immediately adds more than 350,000 reference links to our journals.

Free Web Access to AIP Journal Abstracts
We now offer free access to our journal abstracts via the Internet. AIP abstracts of online articles were previously available only to AIP journal subscribers or subscribers to AIP's SPIN database. Now anyone with Internet access can log on to an AIP journal top page and view the complete abstract of any article free of charge. Our goal is to have links to the source articles for more than 90% of the references in every AIP article by the end of this year.

Enjoy the Convenience and Power of Full-text HTML
Online journal articles that are HTML coded include active links that are embedded right in the text. This allows users to navigate much more easily than with traditional PDF files, which offer links only at the reference level. At present, HTML is available for three AIP Journals—Applied Physics Letters, Journal of Applied Physics, and The Journal of Chemical Physics. Plans are in the works to bring this formatting advance to all of our publications.

Visit AIP's Re-designed Journal Home Pages
Log on to http://www.aip.org/ojis and discover changes to our home pages that benefit both readers and authors. First, users will find that the new design makes navigation much easier. Links to principle areas within articles have been consolidated and structured in a more user-friendly manner. We've also used fewer graphics for faster downloading. Finally, users will be able to access more information about each journal, including scope, coverage, editorial personnel, and requirements for manuscript submission.

Save Up to 50% with AIP Combination Subscriptions
To help you address the increasing pressures on serials budgets, AIP now offers an expanded variety of combination subscriptions—including online subscriptions—at very substantial savings. By subscribing to a combination package, you may find—as have many libraries—that you can reduce your subscription costs while adding titles to your collection. Ask us about packages that can save your institution anywhere from $51 to $24,500.
Are You
Up to Speed on
E-Journal
Management?

Get on the Fast Track with Faxon!

Faxon is your ticket to expert electronic journal services ranging from comprehensive e-journal databases to a powerful web-based information searching and retrieval tool called Information Quest (IQ). Our latest e-journal resources and services include:

- **License Depot** A comprehensive e-journal database management service which includes easy access to bibliographic information and licensing resources as well as prices and terms of online access for over 4,000 electronic titles.

- **Subscription Depot** A powerful web-based tool for managing your serials subscriptions right from your desktop. The Subscription Depot provides up-to-date access to all your transactions, including orders and claims. You'll also be able to search our global catalog of over 250,000 serials titles.

- **Information Quest (IQ)** IQ provides integrated web-based solutions of information delivery and powerful one-stop access to a wide range of electronic and print content.

- **Serials Update Service** This new service provides daily updates of bibliographic and/or order changes to serials titles with entries under both the old and new titles. Also, look to our New Arrivals section for new titles added to the Faxon database.

- **The Faxon Institute Industry Resources Webpage** Features hundreds of links to published research articles, publisher websites, library collections, and professional library associations and organizations.

Faxon is part of the Dawson Group of Companies which also includes: Dawson Information Quest, EOS International, Quality Books Inc., and Turner Subscriptions.

For more information, contact your Faxon sales representative at 1-800-766-0039. Or online at www.faxon.com.
"A real encyclopedia... straight-forward, detailed, lucid, comprehensive, factual, indexed, and beautifully laid-out... This is one of the best reference works I've seen for a long time." — Library Review

* More than seven-hundred easily accessible entries
* Maps, glossaries, appendixes, and a comprehensive index
* Useful to specialists, students, and general readers
* Includes the key concepts, policies, treaties, and personalities related to European integration
* 1998 / 558 pages / 7 x 10 / hc / $110

"Exemplary in every important aspect.... lucid, concise, and authoritative.... this work is worth every penny of its asking price."
— Business Information Alert

"Essential for nearly all universities and colleges, and even for larger high schools." — Choice

"Recommended without qualification to those needing information about the European Union, which undoubtedly will increasingly change the world balance of power, both economically and politically."
— American Reference Books Annual

"No library should be without a copy [of Encyclopedia of the European Union]."
— Policy Studies Journal

The International Advisory Board:
Roy H. Ginsberg, Skidmore College
Janne Haaland Matlary, University of Oslo
Andrew Moravcsik, Harvard University
John Redmond, University of Birmingham
Glenda G. Rosenthal, Columbia University
Alberta Sbragia, University of Pittsburgh
Paul J.J. Welfens, Potsdam University

CELEBRATING 15 YEARS OF INDEPENDENT PUBLISHING
LRP • 1800 30TH STREET • SUITE 314 • BOULDER CO 80301 • TEL (303) 444 6684 • FAX (303) 444 0824 • www.riener.com
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Are you ready for the year 2000?
We are.

So join us in a new era of health science information!

A tradition of personalized service. A commitment to tomorrow's scientific advances. You'll find both and more at Rittenhouse Book Distributors. With Rittenhouse, you'll discover one-stop access to the most authoritative and informative text, CD-ROM, and on-line products from more than 300 health science publishers!

Rittenhouse works with you...
- Superior Customer Service assures your order of the personal attention it deserves.
- On-Line and Web-Based Ordering makes getting the titles you need easier than ever.
- Special Discount Programs let you save big on the titles you need most.
- Same Day Shipping and Order Fulfillment puts top titles in your hands quickly.
- Customized Statistical Reporting includes recall/out-of-print lists and back order status reports.

To make your job even easier, Rittenhouse delivers...
- Approval Plans
- OCLC PromptCat® Service
- Series and Standing Order Plans
- Author Affiliation Notification Service
- Web-Based Ordering

Y2K compliance ensures uninterrupted service!

Make Rittenhouse your official book distributor for the new millennium!

Rittenhouse

511 Fehrley Drive • King of Prussia, PA 19406 • Phone: (800) 345 6425 • Fax: (800) 23 7488
Email: customer.service@rittenhouse.com • World Wide Web: http://www.rittenhouse.com
EDI: (800) 358 9318 • On-Line: (800) 372 2665
FIVE REASONS TO SUBSCRIBE...

1. In-depth Review Articles – extended literature reviews in each monthly issue authored by leading researchers, refereed by AMR’s prestigious Board of Associate Editors.

2. Abstracts – 1,550 subject-classified abstracts from some 475 international journals in every issue. Selected by technical editors actively involved in research, all abstracts are classified in accordance with a comprehensive scheme with extensive cross-indexing.

3. Book Reviews – experts critically evaluate about a dozen books in each issue and summarize the contents of many others.

4. Annual Index – printed as a separate issue and providing author, subject, and keyword indices for review articles, book reviews and abstracts, as well as a host of other useful features.

5. Annual CD-ROM – containing over 100,000 citations compiled from AMR abstracts since 1989, which are searchable by title, author, source journal, classification, author affiliation, keyword, and more.

FORTHCOMING BOOK REVIEWS

*Dynamic Multilevel Methods and the Numerical Simulation of Turbulence*
- by T. Dubois, F. Jaubert et al. (Univ Blaise Pascal, France) and R. Temam (Univ Paris-Sud, and Indiana Univ) (Cambridge UP, 1999, 269 pp)

*Hydrodynamic and Magnetohydrodynamic Turbulent Flows: Modelling and Statistical Theory*
- by A. Yoshizawa (Univ of Tokyo, Japan) (Kluwer, 1998, 410 pp)

*Boundary Element Methods for Damage Tolerance Design of Aircraft Structures*

*Thermomechanics of Continua*
- by K. Wilmanski (Weierstrass-Instit fur Angewandte Analysis und Stochastik, Germany) (Springer-Verlag, 1998, 273 pp)

*Plasticity: Mathematical Theory and Numerical Analysis*
- by W. Han (Univ of Iowa) and B. D. Reddy (Univ of Cape Town, S Africa) (Springer-Verlag, 1999, 371 pp)

*Vibrations of Solids and Structures under Moving Loads*
- by L. Fryba (Acad of Sci, Prague, Czech Republic) (Telford, 1999, 494 pp)
Announcing two new references (and two great offers) from John Wiley & Sons

**Encyclopedia of Special Education, Second Edition**
Edited by Cecil R. Reynolds, PhD, ABPN, ABPP, Texas A&M University, and Elaine Fletcher-Janzen, PhD, Colorado Springs, CO

The First Edition was chosen the “Outstanding Reference Source” by the American Library Association in 1988

In the making for twelve years, this long-awaited revision of the *Encyclopedia of Special Education* offers a comprehensive compilation of authoritative information on the education of those with special needs.

**New in this edition**
- Comprehensive coverage of new legislation such as the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) and the Americans with Disabilities Act
- Cultural competence in Special Education—many new entries on culturally-linguistically diverse students
- New entries on rare diseases, service delivery, outcome-based education, traumatic brain injury, assessment methods, international adoption, and neuropsychological sequelae of deprivation

**Reviews of the first edition . . .**

“A well-designed and up-to-date source . . . recommended for public, college, and university libraries serving undergraduates and graduate students in special education.” —Choice

“Although special education as a field is relatively recent, its body of knowledge is already vast. Reynolds & Mann have done an outstanding job of charting the terrain.” —American Libraries

**Available October 1999**

0-471-25309-X
$450.00
1,500 pages
(in three volumes) • Available October 1999

**WAIMH Handbook of Infant Mental Health**
Edited by Joy D. Osofsky, Louisiana State Medical Center, and Hiram E. Fitzgerald, Michigan State University

The first three years of life is the time of the greatest human development.

The WAIMH Handbook of Infant Mental Health provides an in-depth look at psychological development during this critical formative period. This groundbreaking reference, assembled under the auspices of the leading international organization in infant development—the World Association of Infant Mental Health—gathers a multidisciplinary panel of experts from around the globe to present the most current research in the field.

The WAIMH Handbook of Infant Mental Health encompasses four volumes spanning 53 chapters and over 2,000 pages.

**Volume 1: Perspectives on Infant Mental Health** • 0-471-18941-3 • $150.00
**Volume 2: Early Intervention, Evaluation, and Assessment** • 0-471-18944-8 • $150.00
**Volume 3: Parenting and Child Care** • 0-471-18945-6 • $150.00
**Volume 4: Infant Mental Health Groups at High Risk** • 0-471-18947-2 • $150.00

The Complete 4-Volume Set: 0-471-18988-X • $600.00 • Available November 1999

Available through your vendor
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Subscribe to
SIAM JOURNALS
ONLINE

- Accelerated electronic publication has begun. Electronic articles in SIAM's nine research journals are published in final form months, and in some cases years, in advance of their print counterpart.

- The electronic editions are the definitive editions. The Institute for Scientific Information, Mathematical Reviews, and INSPEC use the accelerated electronic versions as the versions of record for their coverage of SIAM journals.

- MathSciNet and Web of Science contain links to SIAM's electronically published articles. And watch for upcoming links from Zentralblatt für Mathematik, SilverPlatter, and Information Express.

If your institution subscribes to both SIAM electronic journals and MathSciNet or Web of Science, your users have seamless access from the third-party database to SIAM's full text.

- Users can print and download articles for personal or educational use.
- Printouts of the accelerated electronic articles can be used for interlibrary loan.
- Your subscription allows access to the complete electronic backfile for the titles you receive, starting with the 1997 volumes.

TO GET ONLINE WITH SIAM
you need only complete our Online Journal Subscription Agreement (OJSA). You can get an OJSA from your subscription agent or from SIAM's web site at www.siam.org/eaccess/ojsa.htm, or contact Customer Service at service@siam.org.

Subscribe now so your users can begin reading and referencing this growing repository of peer-reviewed mathematical research—months to years ahead of print-only users.

Go to
http://epubs.siam.org
for more information on SIAM JOURNALS ONLINE.

To subscribe contact siam.
Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics
3600 University City Science Center, Philadelphia, PA 19104-2688
215-382-9800 • Fax: 215-386-7999 • service@siam.org • www.siam.org

Prices are available at www.siam.org/pricing/.

SIAM REVIEW
SIAM Journal on
APPLIED MATHEMATICS
SIAM Journal on
COMPUTING
SIAM Journal on
CONTROL and OPTIMIZATION
SIAM Journal on
DISCRETE MATHEMATICS
SIAM Journal on
MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
SIAM Journal on
MATRIX ANALYSIS
and APPLICATIONS
SIAM Journal on
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
SIAM Journal on
OPTIMIZATION
SIAM Journal on
SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING
THEORY of PROBABILITY
and Its APPLICATIONS

2000 prices include access to accelerated electronic edition plus a print subscription!
“This volume, which covers not only the science of reading, but also its practices worldwide, will be of great interest to scholars of many backgrounds.”

Marie-Germaine Pechoux
Director of Research, CNRS, University of Paris
544 pages • $89.00 cloth

The Dictionary of Critical Social Sciences
T. R. Young and Bruce Arrigo
Designed to be a teaching dictionary, with the goal of de-mystifying current social science theory in a comprehensive, accessible format, The Dictionary of Critical Social Science was written specifically for undergraduate students and the scholars who teach them.
368 pages • $50.00 cloth
The Charleston ADVISOR
Critical Reviews of Web Products for Information Professionals

☑ Yes
ENTER MY SUBSCRIPTION FOR ONE YEAR

Name ________________________________
Title ________________________________
Organization _________________________
Address ______________________________
_____________________________________
City/State/Zip ________________ Fax ______ Email ______
Signature _______________________________________
I am Interested in being a Reviewer. ☐ Yes

Web Database and Quarterly Print are now available at the low Introductory Price of $295.00 for Libraries $495.00 for all others


COUTTS WORKING AS PART OF YOUR TEAM

We can handle all your book acquisition needs.

When you put Coutts on your team, you gain extensive knowledge of the book trade:
- bibliographic accuracy
- a single source to handle both the mainstream as well as esoteric publications
- personalized service
- book approval plans tailored to your specific and dynamic collection management requirements.

We handle firm orders, book approval plans, new title programs (notification slip service), continuations/standing orders, book processing and provide electronic access to information and PC software for ordering. Let our professional selectors and knowledgeable customer service specialists provide you with our, innovative cost-effective service.

Please call or write for more information.

COUTTS Library Services Inc.

1823 Maryland Avenue, Niagara Falls, New York, 14302-1000 (716) 282-8627 Fax: (905) 356-5064, 1-800-772-4304
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• full-text PDF files — including figures, tables, and high-resolution images — of all articles (from 1997) from nearly 400 journals

• easy, no maintenance access via one-time domain-name registration: no IDs or passwords required

• full search capabilities allow cross-holdings look-up from one search page

• take electronic access to only the journals you want (no bundling requirements)

• single-site, multi-site, or consortial licenses available
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